Abstract-Self-reconfigurable robots are versatile machines composed of many small, computationally independent modules. If a large number of modules is available, they can divide into multiple smaller robots instead of remaining as one large group. In such a case, they must decide based on their mission whether and when such a division is appropriate, and if so, how to divide the mission objectives amongst the smaller robots. Likewise, after division, a later task may be more effectively handled by merging two groups of modules to obtain a single robot with greater capability. For traditional teams of mobile robots, auction-based methods have been used for task allocation with good success. Here we develop an auction approach with new types of bids that incorporate splitting and merging of these robots. This allows the overall system to exploit its ability to vary the number of robots and their capabilities alongside allocation of the overall set of tasks. We apply this protocol to an exploration scenario, show its correctness and describe the results of simulation in several different environments.
I. INTRODUCTION
Self-reconfigurable (SR) robots are made up of many independent modules that can change their relative connections and/or topology to form robots of different shape and size. This ability can allow them to accomplish a variety of tasks that might not be achievable with a single fixedarchitecture mobile robot, such as climbing high obstacles and crossing gaps while also being able to navigate narrow passages. To date, a number of systems have been developed with various kinematics and capabilities (e.g. [7] , [11] , [12] ; more details below). Within the context of these systems, we are interested in the potential that arises from being able to control the number of robots in a team. That is, a group of modules currently forming a single robot can potentially divide into two smaller robots, accomplish some tasks in parallel, then merge back together to accomplish a more challenging task. We refer to this general concept as a reconfigurable team to indicate that not only can the members of the team reconfigure, but the team itself can change its configuration to include varying numbers of robots with varying capabilities.
In our previous work, we developed reactive [1] and behavior-based [6] control methods for reconfigurable teams. The reactive method is a computationally simple method that is successful in simple environments (where tasks do not often require long-term planning and merging of robots) but can fail in more challenging scenarios. In contrast, the behavior-based technique was successful in a number of environments, but relies on specifying motivation levels for a number of behaviors which leads to complex interactions among them. This makes it hard to guarantee the overall team performance or add new behaviors to the system.
In this work, we have taken inspiration from the significant work in auction-based task allocation techniques that have been developed for robot teams (e.g. [3] , [5] , [8] ). In these methods, new tasks are given to the robot team (or generated by the robots themselves) and allocated to specific robots through a bidding process. In general, each robot bids based on its cost to accomplish the task and the reward defined by the task. Auction-based techniques have been shown to have good results in a variety of scenarios, and can be robust to loss of communication and loss of robots. Our contribution is to extend the auction concept to take advantage of the reconfigurability of the team. Specifically, robots will be able to make bids that take into account splitting up or merging together -for example, a robot that splits into two can potentially take on two tasks in parallel, and this would be reflected in its cost calculations. This paper presents the new types of bids that we have developed for this scenario, along with an analysis that shows that the enhanced protocol will lead to successful completion of all tasks. The application presented here is one of exploration, in which the tasks are locations to visit at the edge of explored space, known as frontiers. However, the overall framework and concept of bids that use splitting and merging can be extended to other types of tasks.
Our work also has parallels with work in auctions for coalition formation, since a bid that involves merging two robots is similar to robots forming a coalition. However, in that work, the focus there is usually on the qualitative requirements of the task, where the task can be decomposed for assignment [14] or coalitions are made based on collecting information of individual robots' capabilities [13] . In our case the merged robot will have capabilities that are quantitatively more than the union of the capabilities of the constituent parts, and will act as a single robot after the merger, as opposed to two cooperating entities.
Finally, it is important to note that this research does not consider how the individual self-reconfiguring modules coordinate to produce motion, division, or merging. These techniques are necessarily dependent on the underlying hardware, and a variety of systems have been developed that have some or all of the relevant capabilities. SR robots have been developed both as lattice-based systems, in which the modules form a dense lattice that can reconfigure into different shapes; chain-based systems, in which modules link together to form chain, loop and tree-like structures; and hybrid systems that can work in both modes. Motion over uneven ground has been demonstrated for the hybrid M-TRAN system [7] and a generic simulated model of latticebased modules [4] , among others. Division and merging of groups has been shown in simulation for lattice-based systems [2] and in practice on the chain-based CONRO system [10] and CkBot system [12] . From another point of view, the Swarmbots project [9] has developed small wheeled mobile robots that are capable of independent locomotion but can also physically join together to create more capable larger groups (for example, to reach across a gap in the floor larger than one individual robot). It is our intent that the technique developed here is applicable to any such system that is capable of locomotion, division and merging. The simulation described in this work looks at complete robots (groups of modules) and is designed to allow easy replacement of motion and sensing models so that systems with different capabilities can be both planned for (using the models to calculate bids) and executed (using the models to generate simulated motion and sensing).
II. AUCTIONS FOR RECONFIGURABLE TEAMS
In standard auction-based task allocation, an auctioneer (either one of the robots in the system or an external agent) announces a task to the group, and each robot in the team then has the opportunity to bid on the task. Each robot considers the task and calculates an amount it is willing to bid as the amount it expects to gain for the team (for example, the amount of area it expects to survey given its sensors) minus its cost to reach and execute the task, such as the expected time or energy required (appropriately scaled, since it will generally not be in the same units as the benefits). The auctioneer accepts bids for a specified amount of time, and at the end of this time, will choose the highest bid and inform all bidders of the winner of the auction. The timeout is required in case of loss of communication or if a robot chooses not to bid in a given auction.
A. Bid Types
In order to use auctions with reconfigurable teams, we will need new types of bids that incorporate the possibility of splitting or merging. These will be in addition to the regular bids in which one robot computes its profit for a particular task. From a basic standpoint, a single robot may offer to split up and take a new job in parallel with its currently assigned task(s), or it may try to find a colleague with which to make a common bid based on the two robots merging together.
For a regular bid in our system, we use traditional notions of cost and benefit to come up with a bid value. The cost can be computed in a variety of ways, as in previous implementations of auction protocols. In our implementation we have used the minimum additional time that the robot would take to insert the new task within its current agenda. If the robot has no tasks, this is just the time to accomplish the task. The benefit is quite task-dependent and can vary based on the overall mission goals; for exploration we tested both estimated sensed area and a constant benefit. The results in Sec. V show the latter, but the two cases gave very similar results since the robots have similar sensing capability.
For a split bid, the robot will decide whether it is more efficient to split itself to accomplish the task up for auction in parallel with its current task(s). A single robot will never make both a regular bid and a split bid in the same auction; it will determine for itself which is more profitable and only submit the better bid. To compute the cost of a split bid, the robot divides the new and current tasks into two groups and compares the worse time-to-completion of these two groups (given the smaller robots) to the current timeto-completion of its task list. If the tasks can be performed in parallel by the smaller robots after the split, this value could be zero. However, we do impose some limitations on splitting. First of all, depending on the system, the splitting process itself will likely be non-trivial, so an additional cost is added representing the time taken to perform the split. We can also heuristically increase this split cost further to discourage excessive splitting -if too many small robots are created, it may make future execution less efficient due to their reduced capability. We explore the effects of this heuristic choice in Sec. V. We can also set a minimum size (number of modules) for a robot. Currently, we only allow a robot to make a split bid when it has exactly one current task, so that if it won the auction it would have two tasks to give to the two robots that it splits into. While this is restrictive, our reasoning is that if the robot already has multiple tasks and has not yet split, it would not be efficient to accomplish those tasks after a split. This also avoids having to compute the best possible split of a potentially large number of tasks.
For a merge bid, two robots must collectively generate the bid before submitting it to the auctioneer. For the cost computation, the robots have to consider how long it will take for the single merged robot to achieve all the tasks that both currently hold, including the one up for bid. Of course, if neither robot can achieve the auctioned task alone, then a merge will be their best option for this task, even though it may not be efficient to perform the merge right away. In our implementation, rather than consider all possible merges, a robot will offer itself for a merge by sending a message, and consider such offers, only if it has no tasks currently assigned. This may reduce efficiency but will not affect completeness, since if no single robot can accomplish the task up for auction, it will be auctioned again later on, and once the current robots finish their tasks, they will then propose a merge. Since a robot may get multiple offers to merge, it waits for a specified period of time before making its bid based on the best offer it received (if any). The cost of achieving the task via a merge is then the time taken for the robots to reach a common location, perform the merge, and then go to the task location. To avoid exhaustive computation, the robots consider meeting up only at the offering robot's current location (note that each robot will make an offer to the other). As with splitting, the cost of the merge itself can be set based on the capability of the underlying system. 
B. Additional restrictions
Since the auction process will be distributed (that is, any robot can act as an auctioneer), and a single sensor sweep can generate multiple frontiers, it is likely that multiple auctions will overlap in time. In traditional auction-based task allocation, there are different ways that this is handled. One is through combinatorial auctions (e.g. [8] ), in which each robot can bid for multiple tasks as a single lot, but this is quite complex even for traditional robots. Another option is that each auction is bid on independently, acknowledging that this may result in an overall inefficiency if a robot wins several auctions. For SR systems, the latter approach is also problematic, as (for example) making a succession of independently calculated split-based bids can be very optimistic relative to the true cost. Thus, we allow each robot to have only one outstanding split-based or merge-based bid at any time, and not to make bids in new auctions unless they do not conflict with bids in open auctions. In addition, each robot will only act as auctioneer for one auction at a time to minimize the constraints that this imposes.
III. EXPLORATION USING AUCTIONS
To perform exploration, a group of SR robots will travel through an initially unknown environment, discovering new locations to explore and using the auction protocol to allocate these locations while splitting and merging to increase efficiency. When a robot detects nearby unexplored area, it will create and auction one or more tasks based on the frontier between explored and unexplored area. To minimize overlap between tasks, the creation of one frontier will suppress generation of nearby tasks until it is reached.
We have implemented the cooperation between robots, including auctions, through a message-passing protocol. The various message types used are described in Table I . The auctions themselves use four types of messages, and an additional STATUS message is sent periodically so that all robots will maintain reasonably up-to-date knowledge of the team's progress and current map.
As the robots move about the environment, they execute the control loop given in Algorithm 1. Each robot maintains an ordered list of tasks (locations to visit) while also handling its own auctions and bidding on auctions held by its colleagues. If its initially planned route turns out to be impassible, it will try alternative routes, and if this fails, it will queue the task for eventual reauction. 
broadcast STATUS
The bidding process itself is dealt with in the relevant message handlers. These are shown in Algorithm 2. The AUCTION handler computes the costs for a regular bid and (if available) a split bid, and responds with a BID message containing its best option. Since the benefit is considered the same for all robots, we simply use a constant. To compute the cost of a split bid, the robot must hypothesize the ability of the robots that it will split into for the correct path planning to take place. Finally, if the robot cannot reach the task at all, it will instead send an OFFER message.
The OFFER handler runs on all robots to consider a joint bid. Again, the robot determines the capabilities of the hypothetical merged robot and computes the correct path and bid cost. Even if the merged group cannot reach the task location, a merge bid is still developed, as it may be necessary for two robots to merge first before merging with a third to be able to reach the desired location. Note that the OFFER handler does not send a BID message -instead it locally stores the best merge bid including the identity of the robot it would merge with. Only when the offer timeout has expired will it submit a merge bid based on the best offer received. Therefore, it is necessary that the offer timeout is significantly shorter than the auction timeout.
Finally, the AUCTION-COMPLETE handler will run in response to the end of an auction. Robots that did not win will simply take note of the end of the auction -since we impose some restrictions on what bids can be outstanding at any given time, it is useful to know when an auction is over, though not strictly necessary since the auctions are guaranteed to time out. The winner(s) of an auction will take on the task. In the case of a regular bid, the task will be added to the robot's list of tasks. Rather than reordering Algorithm 2 Message handlers for auction protocol AUCTION handler(task): cost = path-distance(current-loc,task.loc) if cost = ∞ and no current task then Broadcast OFFER(task.id, current-loc) else if I have at least one job in my queue then cost = incremental cost of most efficient insertion into task list if I have one task and no outstanding bids then currcost = path-dist(current-loc,current-task.loc) plan based on half-size robot for: c1 = path-dist(current-loc,current-task.loc) c2 = path-dist(current-loc,task.loc) splitcost = max(c1, c2) + split-penalty -currcost if splitcost < cost then cost = splitcost Bid-value = benefit -cost send BID(task.id, Bid-value) OFFER handler(task, offerer-loc):
if no current tasks and no offer outstanding then combine-cost = path-dist(offerer-loc, current-loc) plan based on merged group for: postmerge-cost = path-dist(current-loc, task.loc) total-cost = combine-cost + merge-penalty + postmerge-cost if total-cost = ∞ then total-cost = HIGH-COST if total-cost < best-offer.cost then best-merge = (task.id, offerer, total-cost) the entire list of tasks, which is equivalent to the Traveling Salesman Problem, the robot simply inserts the new task at the best possible location in its agenda, as has been done in previous auction protocols [15] . With a split bid, the robot will immediately split, giving its current task to one of the new smaller robots and the new task to the other. For a merge bid, the robot making the bid will put the task in its queue but wait at its current location while its helper will move to that location to complete the merge. Once the merge is complete, the task will be transferred to the new larger robot.
IV. PROTOCOL ANALYSIS
The goal of our analysis is to show that the auction protocol will lead to complete exploration by a reconfigurable team. Since each frontier reached will either lead to further frontiers or uncover the boundary of the environment, if every frontier auctioned off will eventually be reached, then the environment will be fully explored. The critical point is to show this in the case of splitting and merging, where the capabilities of robots can change dynamically, potentially even during the course of an auction. We will first show that this is true when one auction takes place at a time, and then extend this result to the more realistic case of overlapping auctions. This analysis assumes that a robot will not completely fail in attempting to reach its goals. This is reasonable for an SR robot -if instead some individual modules fail, this would result in a smaller, perhaps lesscapable group, but that group would still be around to auction off any goals that it now cannot reach.
A. Single auction analysis
For a single auction, we consider the type of bid made by the winner of the auction and what other tasks it had before the auction. We present case-by-case analysis based on the number of tasks already assigned to the winner.
If the winner has no other tasks before the auction, it cannot make a split-based bid, so must be either a regular (solo) bid or a merge-based bid. In the regular case, with no other tasks to worry about, it will go directly there. The only exception is if no robot can reach the task, in which case the auctioneer will hold it for later reauctioning, as described below. In the case of a merge-based bid, one of the two robots on the winning coalition will wait while the other moves toward it. These robots would not make such a bid without being able to reach each other, and with no other tasks on their agenda, their situation will not change during the auction period. Thus, they will move toward the merge and then toward the new task location.
If a robot has one task on its agenda when the auction occurs, it will not make a merge-based bid, but can make a split-based bid. If so, upon winning the auction, it will split and send one of its successor robots to the new task (it would not have made a split bid if this were not feasible). There are two exceptions: if its original task was achieved during the auction period, it will take the new task without splitting; second, if it has moved to a point where the smaller robots will no longer be able to reach the new tasks, it simply takes the new task without splitting. For a regular bid made with one task already on the agenda, this second task will be added either before or after it, but in either case a series of path segments will exist to reach both goals.
Finally, with more than one task on the agenda, only regular bids can be made, and again the ability to reach the task will not change during the auction period, so the task will be reached or put up for later reauction.
B. Simultaneous auctions
When two or more auctions are held at the same time, it becomes possible for a robot's status to change significantly between the time it makes its bids and the time that it wins the auctions. For example, consider a robot that makes a regular bid and a split bid in two different overlapping auctions. If it wins the split bid first, it immediately splits into two, but if it then wins the regular bid, this winning bid may be unable to be executed since it was based on the larger group size. Again we will break down the cases by the number of bids held before the auctions, but now we look at combinations of winning bids instead of single bids.
With no current tasks, a robot may make multiple regular bids and/or one merge-based bid. With only regular bids, though the bids may be optimistic, winning all of them will not interfere with achieving all the tasks. If a merge-based bid is made, however, it may be awarded alongside a regular bid. If the regular bid is awarded first, the winner will start moving, and potentially make the merge impossible. Thus, the merge bid is checked before being added to the list of tasks and the task reauctioned if necessary. If the merge is awarded first, it will take priority, and the other task will simply be added to the tasks of the merged robot. Since the larger merged robot will be at least as capable as the original bidder, this task will still be achievable. By not allowing a robot to make a second merge-based bid (or offer its services to another robot) if it has a merge bid outstanding, we avoid a deadlock situation where two robots are each waiting for the other to arrive and merge.
With one task in its queue, a robot can make regular and split-based bids. Winning a split bid and then a regular bid can be problematic since the regular bid was based on the capability of the larger robot. Likewise, winning two split bids could give a robot tasks that can not be achieved. Thus, it is not allowed to make a split bid with any other bid outstanding, and so all assigned tasks will be achievable.
Finally, with more than two tasks to do, all that a robot can do is make a number of regular bids, and if it wins, will add all of those tasks to its queue. Even if the bids are too optimistic because the costs were calculated independently, all tasks will be achievable since the bids were based on the capability that still exists.
C. Reauctioning
Because of the nature of self-reconfiguration, it is possible that a valid task is given that cannot be achieved with the current collection of robots. For example, during exploration a group of modules may be able to see a step that neither it nor any other current robot can climb up but that they could climb if merged. In this case, when the task is auctioned, either a merger will be proposed, or there will be no successful bid. In the latter case, it will remain with the auctioneer to auction again at a later time. This will not prevent the task from eventually being completed -once all achievable tasks have been completed, there will be two or more robots with nothing to do, and these can then propose a merged bid. This will eventually lead to all frontiers being reached. For efficiency, we can also allow robots to periodically reauction tasks that are in their queue, as is done in some existing auction protocols. We would then have to make sure that each task will eventually be reached by some robot even if it can be auctioned repeatedly, which depends on the specifics of the bid calculations. These opportunistic reauctions were thus not included in the experiments reported below, though we have included them in other tests without any failures.
V. IMPLEMENTATION AND RESULTS
We have implemented the auction protocol within our previously developed simulator for SR robots. As mentioned earlier, it does not simulate individual modules, instead concentrating on the behavior of groups of modules to make it applicable to a variety of systems. To reinforce this concept, the sensing and motion models can be easily swapped out with new ones specific to a given system. The control can also be swapped out to easily compare different algorithms. Here we used a generic motion and sensing model. For motion, a robot can climb any obstacle below a given relative height, where this maximum height is linear in the number of modules present. For sensing, each robot can sense the environment along lines of sight in a radius proportional to the cube root of the number of modules (modeling an approximate hemisphere of modules).
The protocol was tested in four environments, each of size 400×400 units (the distance unit is defined as the diameter of one module). The simulation timesteps are then set such that a robot can move 1 unit of distance for each time step of the simulation. Three environments are shown in Fig. 1 , with the fourth a flat plane. In all experiments, the modules start as a single robot in the center of the environment, as we expect most applications will use a single point of deployment. The initial robot consisted of 1400 modules, though again this is really only meaningful relative to the motion capabilityfor example, in the office environment, the tables and desks require a robot of at least 500 modules to surmount.
For each experiment, we recorded the time taken, the total distance traveled by all robots and the total distance traveled weighted by the size of each robot. These latter two metrics each measure power consumption, and either may be more relevant depending on the type of hardware. We investigated different values of the split cost as mentioned earlier to see how this would effect the overall performance of exploration. Table II shows the results for different environments and different values of the split costs, along with results of our behavior-based approach. The split cost is in the same units as the bids, which in this case is equivalent to simulator distance units. As mentioned, the split cost can be defined by the hardware capability, but we also heuristically increase it by varying amounts to take into account future challenges of having smaller, less capable individual robots. As expected, in simpler environments, increasing this beyond a nominal value slows the system down as it overly discourages parallelism. On the other hand, in the office environment, which has many tall obstacles that require large robots to climb on, this discouragement makes the overall exploration process more efficient. In general, compared to the behavior-based approach with carefully tuned parameters, the auction approach was much more power-efficient, and similar in terms of time efficiency with an appropriate split penalty. The largest split penalty was enough to discourage splitting in virtually all cases, so this can also be seen as approaching the performance of auctioning without using self-reconfiguration. In most of the environments, this was clearly the worst option, but in the challenging office environment it was actually most efficient to avoid splitting up, as it inevitably led to merging back together with the inherent additional time required.
VI. DISCUSSION
In this paper we have investigated a new approach to take advantage of the potential of self-reconfiguring robotic systems. Leveraging the existing auction-based approach has allowed us to develop an algorithm that efficiently and completely explores unknown environments. We have also shown that different environments may reap quite different amounts of efficiency gains from the ability to divide and merge robots. This is likely to be true regardless of how tasks are allocated, and so recognizing the character of the environment and responding appropriately is an important avenue of investigation.
Our other efforts to extend this work involve expanding the auction protocol to cover other types of tasks, such as placement of surveillance sensors during exploration, and to heterogeneous systems, in which various SR robots may contain different types of modules, such as different sensors. Traditional robot task allocation has shown a variety of ways to approach these problems by modifying the ways in which robots bid on tasks. Using these algorithms as inspiration, we should be able to incorporate these variations within our bidding framework while retaining correctness. Finally, while we have focused here on the interaction between entire SR robots, we are also developing simulations that integrate these algorithms with those that handle the control of individual modules. By developing a complete system of hierarchical distributed control at both the module level and robot level we can help bring these systems to a point where they fully live up to their potential.
